Boost Microsoft Productivity and Security with Hands-on
Workshops for Teams, Azure, and Microsoft 365

NYC area IT consultant offers free virtual Microsoft Teams, Azure, and Microsoft 365 hands-on training
to increase Microsoft productivity and security beginning Friday, March 11
Hoboken, New Jersey, March 10, 2022 (Cision) - eMazzanti Technologies, a New York City area
business IT consultant and Microsoft Cloud Services provider, has scheduled a series of complimentary
virtual Microsoft hands-on workshops for modern business designed to boost Microsoft productivity and
security. Attendees will be guided through interactive experiences by Certified Microsoft Customer
Immersion Experience (CIE) facilitators.
Sessions of the Microsoft Teams Customer Immersion Experience (CIE) are scheduled for
12:00 pm EST on March 11 and April 8, 2022. Each session is 90 minutes long.
Sessions of the Microsoft Azure and Cloud Backup Customer Immersion Experience (CIE)
are scheduled for 12:00 pm EST on March 18 and April 15, 2022.
Sessions of the Microsoft 365 Security Customer Immersion Experience (CIE) are scheduled
for 12:00 pm EST on March 25 and April 22, 2022.
Interested parties may register for the workshops here: Microsoft Hands-on Immersion Workshop
Registration

“The successful and secure modern hybrid business runs on Microsoft,” stated Jennifer Mazzanti, CEO,
eMazzanti Technologies. “These products facilitate effective remote collaboration and securely increase
productivity while controlling costs.”
Microsoft Teams Hands-on Immersion Workshop
After the switch to remote and then hybrid work, Teams has become the ideal unified workplace for
collaboration efforts, virtual meetings, managing files, and more.
This session on Teams is for evaluators and decision makers on the internal use of pivotal technology.
In Virtual Hands-On Lab training, a Certified Microsoft Customer Immersion Experience (CIE) facilitator
will guide participants through an interactive experience of Microsoft Teams with a provided demo
persona.
Participants will leave with expert knowledge on Microsoft Teams to help drive efficiency and
productivity within their organization! The first 15 attendees get a Hands-on Persona Experience, all
others a gallery experience.

Microsoft Azure & Cloud Backup Hands-on Immersion Workshop
Many customers do not understand how to price and provision their Microsoft Azure environment. Over
90% of customers eMazzanti works with have the wrong setup and do not understand how to size a
Virtual Machine.

In this Virtual Hands-On Lab training, a Certified Microsoft Customer Immersion Experience (CIE)
facilitator will guide participants through how to optimize Virtual Machines (VM), optimize cost, and set
up security and compliance policies.
Attendees will walk away with an understanding of how to reduce Azure costs by at least 30% and
create a safe and secure cloud environment.
Microsoft 365 Security Hands-on Immersion Workshop
Microsoft 365 has the tools to detect, defend, and answer threats to organizations.
With more than 77% not having an incident response plan, this session reviews a variety of security
features, concepts, and security tools that help teams create a plan of action.
Participants will leave with a high-level understanding of how Microsoft is protecting identities, data,
applications, and endpoints. The session also covers providing a backup solution to protect the data
living in the Microsoft 365 cloud.
The Immersion Experience
An Immersion Experience is a facilitated hands-on session that allows participants to test-drive
Microsoft devices and solutions through simulated, everyday business scenarios. During Immersion
sessions, skilled facilitators walk participants through scenarios using the latest Microsoft online
services.
Anyone can attend a virtual Immersion Experience from just about anywhere. All that is required to
participate is a reliable internet connection. Prior to each session, registrants receive a meeting request
with instructions and a link to access a remote desktop loaded with the latest technology. On the day
of the session, they simply log in to join the Immersion Experience.

Partner with eMazzanti Technologies
For 21 years, eMazzanti Technologies has been helping organizations navigate the business technology
landscape to increase productivity, security, and revenue. With a new paradigm in business IT,
eMazzanti encourages business leaders to employ the best tools for hybrid work. To learn more,
register for a Microsoft Hands-on Immersion Workshop.
Have you read?
Hacker Attacks on Microsoft Teams Threaten Business Collaboration
As cyberattacks increase, businesses have to shore up their defenses

About eMazzanti Technologies
eMazzanti’s team of trained, certified IT experts rapidly deliver increased revenue growth, data
security and productivity for clients ranging from law firms to high-end global retailers, providing
advanced digital marketing services, cloud and mobile solutions, multi-site implementations, 24×7
outsourced network management, remote monitoring and support.
eMazzanti has made the Inc. 5000 list 9X, including eight consecutive years, is a 4X Microsoft Partner
of the Year, the #1 ranked NYC area MSP and NJ Business of the Year! Contact: 1-866-362-9926,
info@emazzanti.net or http://www.emazzanti.net Twitter: @emazzanti Facebook:
Facebook.com/emazzantitechnologies.

